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THE MCKAY imw PROSPECT

TOWSTIIP, QTTAKIO

A nine~claim group, held by Mr. r*on McKay of 
Capreol j Ontario, was taken under option to allow a more 
thorough investigation of the magnetic iron formation(s) 
indicated therein.

HI ST OR Y

The area was flown aeromagnetically in 19*J?~9 by 
the Dominion Gulf Co. who subsequently released the data 
for publication in 195?. Survey coverage was at 500* on 
\orth-Soutb. lines -4- niile apart. A prominent aeromagnetic 
closure of approximately 8,000 i above background was found 
to dominate the South-Vest corner of Burrows Township 9 it 
providing about l mile of strike over its most intense 
portion.

Ground embracing the anomaly was acquired by Mr. 
McKay, and was examined briefly by Lowphos Ore Ltd. before 
being offered to Rio Tin to in the summer of I960. A 
preliminary geologic reconnaissance in September of that 
year suggested that tho potential of the sotting had not 
been adequately assessed, and a working option was arranged 
to allow further study.

In tho preliminary examination, iron formation was 
seen in outcrop at widely scattered points, these possibly 
representing a body 600 feet wide and at least ?,000 feot 
long. The iron formation itself was n typical Keewatin 
occurrence, being characteristically erenulated, banded, 
and siliceous, and presumably interbedded with the Keewatin 
volcanic~seditnentary assemblage. Assays of three character 
samples from various exposures ranged from 28',^ to 3 63 soluble 
iron.

Assuming a body of such dimensions and grade, and 
a vertical dip 5 to it s a crude ore tonnage in the order of

LJL s 109,000 tons per vortical foot 
11

was indicated. Given open pit mining to a depth of **00 feet, 
ct. tonnage of about kk million tons of crude ore was then 
possible.

in order to more properly define the 
unknown er^ent of the iron formation between outcrops, a 
ground magnetometer survey was recommended.
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GROUND SURVEY AtfD RESULTS
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The magnetometer coverage waa carried out in the 
period 26th February - 2nd March, 1961 1 on grid lines UOO 
feet apart and oriented East-lies t, covering in all 5*000 
feet of strike length over the aeromagnetic peak. Stations 
were road at every 50 feet across the areas of high magnetic 
activity* Results have been plotted in profile on a 
vertical scale of 10,000 ft to the inch, and in contour at 
an interval, in the main* of 10,000 If.

It i,s readily apparent that two, and in places, 
three individual magnetic zones exist, dipping fairly steeply 
East and separated by comparable widths of relatively non 
magnetic rock. These zones, themselves variably magnetic, 
provide widths up to 200 feet of magnetic iron formation, 
but they never apparently at any time, combine to provide 
a continuous cross-section of economic ore. The "barren" 
intervening sections 9 at best, would not run mucfi above 
lOfo iron, and these have been inferred as waste in the 
subsequent computations of tonnage*

It is fairly apparent too, that the best mining 
widths are offered by the longitudinal section contained 
between lines 20TT and 8S. Beyond these limits, the extent 
and magnitude of magnetic activity drop off rather sharply 
in fair corroboration of the aeromagnetic trends. Over 
burden thicknesses are relatively shallow, circa UO feet, 
except in the extreme south (lino 2^S) where 100 feet of 
cover is indicated.

In this section, and for the purpose of preliminary 
calculations j J QJo iron has been assumed for those profile 
portions where anomalies have been recorded that peak off- 
scale, that is, in excess of *fO,000 y. On this basis, and 
from each line, anomaly widths have provided estimates of 
crude ore tonnages arid ratios of waste to ore from an open 
pit averaging 600 foet wide down to a 200 foot depth. For 
a strike length of 2,800 feet, such assessment indicated 12-1? 
million tons of crude ore to 200 foot depth at a ratio of 
waste to ore of about 1.5*1.

COXCLUS10N

It is concluded on a tonnage basis alone that the 
indicated potential is too limited to warrant further ex 
penditure on the property.

JBB:ph j. e. Doniwell 
?0th, y arch, 1961. G.S.VT. Bruce
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RBi McKay Option - Magnetometer Survey and Proposed Drilling
Program

y 2 fi and 21 a follow-up magnetometer survey 
was carried out oath* McKay property for Pickands Mather ft 
Co. by D.O, Harris and P, Kirby.

After a fifteen minute flight fro* 0ogama, Ontario 
(80 miles northwest of North Bay on the C.H.S. main line), a 
camp was established on Lake Baksinda, approximately one-haIf 
mile from the north end of the property baseline* A Beaver 
aircraft, chartered from Austin Airways Ltd., South Porcupine, 
Ontario, was used for the two flights from Gogama to camp and 
return.

Magnet one ter S uryey

The survey was carried out over the existing out lines 
(400' apart) using a sharp Model A-3 magnetometer. Stations 
were located by pacing, and readings were taken at 100* and 
50* intervals on the baseline, and orosslines, respectively*

The "Null Method* of instrument operation was u*d, 
giving scale readings which were later converted to gammas 
(absolute)* Background appeared to be in the order Of 60.000 
gammas, with peaks in anomalous areas of 120,000.

When profiles and contours were drawn the results 
were found to correlate very closely with the work d oat earlier 
by Rio finto. A discrepancy exists in the area of the test 
extensions of lines 4S and 8S ~ where wide line spacing leaves 
some option in tracing the anomaly. The recent interpretation 
appears to conform more closely to outcrop information.

From the magnetic data and the limited geological 
information available, it appears that there are two main 
parallel bands of fine grained quarts-magnetite iron formation, 
striking approximately N35E and dipping steeply to the oast. 
The eastern-most of these two bands is the longest (approx 
imately 3000*), and towards the south end it is paralleled 
on the east by narrower third and fourth bands*

Proposed Prill Holes

Two diamond drill holes totalling 1000* in length 
are proposed for the area. These would test the stronger
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anomaly on the west band in the vicinity of 15OE, BOOK and 
the centre of the main band on line 00,180*8* Approximate 
coordinates and attitudes of these holts are shovn on the 
accompanying map. Accurate location of the holes and tub* 
sequent geological interpretation of the drill information 
will be facilitated by a more detailed magnetometer surrey 
in the immediate area of the holesf this survey will be 
carried out in conjunction with the drill program, and will 
cover the intermediate lines (indicated on the nap) with 
stations at 50' intervals.
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VIEW OF THE MCKAY PROPERTY 
LOOKING NORTH ALONG BASELINE
FROM l,l NE 12 SOUTH
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P1CKANDS MATHER 8c CO.
ROOM 14, DOMINION SQUARE BL.DG., 

MONTREAL. 2. QUEBEC

TO: Mr. R. V. Scott,
Ontario Department of ^'ines, 
Toronto, Ontario.
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